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Health care enters the electronic age

This is just one of many initiatives that could transform Cananformation technology could da’s health system, making it safer
change the way we access health for patients and easing the workcare in Canada. With a slow but load of physicians and other health
steady move towards electronic workers.
After the Kingston General
health records (EHRs), personal
health records (PHRs), home care Hospital implemented a wireless
use models, data standards and hand-held system for doctors
improving connectivity, health care showing individual patient laboradelivery over the next two decades tory results, prescription informapromises to differ considerably tion, EKGs and X-rays, it experienced a 15% to 20% jump
from what we’ve known
in productivity and a refor the past 20 years.
duction in errors.
However, while busiThe new Royal Ottawa
ness and education and OF UK DOCTORS
even government have USE E-MEDICAL Hospital in Ottawa, when
been “connected” and op- RECORDS it opens to patients this
erating as integral parts COMPARED December, will be the first
of Canada’s ever-increasTO 14% OF in Canada to use a wireing high-speed E-society CANADIAN DOCTORS less mesh network for
telemedicine, accessible
for several years, the
by more than a thousand doctors,
health sector lags acutely behind.
Canada Health Infoway has researchers and hospital staff from
been attempting to accelerate the all hospital facilities.
According to Michael Binder,
adoption of electronic health information systems across the coun- assistant deputy minister of Intry since 2001. An organization of dustry Canada’s Spectrum, InforCanada’s federal, provincial and mation Technologies and Telecomterritorial deputy ministers of munications branch (SITT), bringhealth, Infoway has developed an ing health care in Canada comelectronic health records (EHR) pletely into the electronic age
solutions blueprint. Some $1.2 bil- could cut costs by more than $7 billion is being spent to ensure half of lion annually. E-prescribing could
Canadians are served by an EHR reduce the number of inappropriate prescriptions by half. Telesystem by the end of 2009.
At the beginning of this year, the health in remote areas of the couneight health-care institutions in try already saves $30 million an- online. Our government is considsouthwest Ontario that make up nually in transportation costs.
ered No. 1 when it comes to Inter“Canadians are
the Thames Valley Hospital Plannet access. Cananing Partnership implemented a the highest users “The electronic health dian researchers
diagnostic imaging project thanks of ATMs in the
plug into the
record is a global
says
to funding from Infoway. The Dig- world,”
world’s fastest,
ital Imaging Network Project will Binder, giving a
most sophisticattransition event.”
allow health-care providers in all nod to Canada’s
ed broadband neteight hospitals to store, manage, technologically
works. More than
distribute and view patient radiol- updated world of banking at a gov- four out of five Canadian households
ogy reports and images such as X- ernment and health technologies use the Internet and, as of 2006, half
rays, MRIs, ultrasounds and CT conference in Ottawa in March. All have broadband. Nearly half of our
Canadian schools and libraries are tax returns were filed electronically
scans in digital format.
By Susan Hickman

By Susan Johnson
urning an idea into a commercially viable product can be a
T
tricky business. From the outset, a
start-up company faces a number of
risks when bringing a new product
to market. Finding shelter during those first
crucial years
may help to turn
a new technology’s potential into profit.
To ensure that
a product has a Marie Lussier
shot at achieving success, the federal government has developed and funded a
number of incubation programs
that enable companies to develop
technology with help from topnotch researchers, office space,
equipment and testing facilities,
valuable resources not normally
available to start-ups.
The National Research Council
(NRC) has the largest federallyfunded technology incubation network in the country. These incubation sites, called Industry Partnership Facilities, help small and medium enterprises (SMEs) exploit new
technologies in each of the Council’s research domains. Ottawa’s Industry Partnership Facility (IPF)
focuses on information and communication technologies and has
launched a number of successful
Ottawa-based companies in the
seven years since its inception,
including SiGe Semiconductor and
Luxell Technologies.
More, see Incubation, P. 2
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in 2004. And shopping by computer
has become a Canadian pastime.
Unfortunately, when it comes to
health, which represents 10.4% of
Canada’s gross domestic product,
the E-savvy Canadian is failing to
invest in what Binder terms a “crucial economic sector.”
The United States invests about
50% more than Canada in information and communications technologies (ICTs) in its health sector.
Every Swedish hospital and primary health-care centre has EHRs
online and spends 4% of operating
budget on ICTs, compared to less
than 2.5% at Canadian hospitals.
With a strong ICT industry and
one of the world’s best ICT infrastructures, as well as a worldrenowned public health system,
Canada has the potential to be a
world leader in E-health. But
broadband access is essential. And
while this country is among the top
nations in connectivity, there is still
a broadband gap, particularly in remote and Aboriginal communities.
More, see Health, P. 4
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Jean-Jacques Ledoux, manag- invaluable access to work space
er of the Ottawa IPF, says there are and specialized equipment. CRC
flexibilities built into the program researchers also mentor memthat help start-ups get off their feet, bers in the R&D phase. Lussier
says it is a great leg
including low-cost
up for a start-up to
rental of office space,
have access to stateaccess to boardof-the-art facilities,
rooms and conferbut what’s more
ence areas, and free
invaluable is the
reception services.
knowledge sharing
But, he says the best
that goes on between
benefit is the associmembers.
ation with the NRC
“Some of the best
itself.
conversations happen
“In my previous
around the water coollife, as a manager
er or the coffee makwith the Federal
er. Someone could be
Business Developdiscussing how to rement Bank, if a comsolve an issue and
pany came to me and
Jean-Jacques
Ledoux
find that someone has
said, ‘I’m collaborating with the National Research already encountered that issue and
Council and this is what we’re work- they share their knowledge,” says
ing on, it gave credibility to the pro- Lussier. “Those who graduate from
ject,” says Ledoux. “When compa- the various incubators in Ottawa
nies start out, the council’s credi- become a community unto thembility and its years of experience are selves.”
Peter Rossiter, a former memvery valuable.”
Members of the IPF work on-site ber of the Innovation Centre and
with NRC researchers to develop now CTO of SkyWave Mobile
and commercialize their products. Communications, says the expeMembers have a maximum of three rience was “indispensable”. In
years with the program, and are 1997, while an engineer at Calian
then expected to vacate the NRC of- Technologies, he and three fellow
fices and subsist independently, colleagues were in a position to
though many companies depart buy- out the company ’s mobile
long before the deadline. Since satellite terminal technology. The
opening the Ottawa facility in 1999, foursome bought the rights and im23 companies have graduated from mediately contacted the Innovation
Centre. “We wanted to find out
the program.
“A business incubator is much what the centre did and what it
like an incubator for chicks or ba- could offer us, a small start-up with
bies. You’re not there for the rest of no capital. We were basically four
your life,” says Ledoux. “Once men with test equipment and a
bunch of ideas.”
[companies] maWithin two weeks,
ture in their secRossiter and his
ond or third year,
partners
had
they want to besigned a shortcome self-suffiterm lease agreecient and don’t
ment with CRC.
want to be affili“It was very slick,
ated with govvery quick,” says
ernment. They
Rossiter. “And it
want to build
met our needs
their own reputation. That is the exact purpose of perfectly at the time.”
Rossiter relished the fact that
the incubation industry.”
The Communications Research he could rub shoulders with, and
Centre (CRC) is another federal bounce ideas off of, the resident
government body dedicated to tech- research engineers in the satelnology incubation. In the 12 years lite communications field. He alsince its inception, the CRC’s In- so took advantage of the elabonovation Centre has launched 42 rate and sizeable test facilities
companies with a 96% success rate on-site. “Small start-ups couldn’t
— success measured by those still possibly afford the machinery
alive and well five years after en- that was available to us, it was
worth millions,”
tering the prohe says.
gram.
After two-and-a“The whole prohalf years of degram was started
velopment and
initially to transtesting at the
fer technology off
CRC, Rossiter
the shelf here
and his colleagues
at CRC,” says
left the program
Marie Lussier,
and launched
manager of the
Innovation Centre and president of SkyWave, now the largest manufacthe Canadian Association of Busi- turer of mobile satellite terminals
ness Incubators. “We found very in Canada.
“Our terminals are on ever y
quickly that we had far more to offer
than just the technologies. We real- ocean on the planet and on ships in
ized that we had a wealth of informa- pretty much every country in the
tion in our researchers as well as in world. And it all started off at CRC,”
the test beds that we have developed he says. “To be honest with you, I
think it would’ve been a much,
here at CRC.”
The criteria for the program are much tougher road to hoe if we hadsimilar to that of the NRC. The n’t lucked out and found CRC. It was
Innovation Centre provides a perfect match for what we were
start-ups in the telecom industry setting up to do.”

“When companies
start out, the council’s
credibility and its years
of experience are
very valuable.”

The CRC’s Innovation
Centre has launched
42 companies with a
96% success rate.

orbits
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN AND AROUND OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY
Todd Simons
joins prairieFyre Software as VP,
business development. A telecommunications industry veteran of
27 years, Todd
was previously director of strategic
marketing at Mitel. He will focus
on expanding the
professional services group at prairieFyre, a developer of NET-based telecommunication products. Todd earned an
MBA at Queen’s. “I enjoy spending
as much time as humanly possible
cottaging up at Lac Simon with my
wife and two little boys,” he says.

International
Datacasting
appoints two new members to its
board, Peter Liebel and Neil
Bauer. Peter, an
investment banker
for many years, is
head of the technology & telecommunications investment group at
Dundee Securities. He has held Peter Liebel
several senior posts in government,
including director general, industry
branch, Department of Communications and served as executive
director of the Information Highway Advisory Council. He holds a
masters degree from the London



School of Economics, where he
attended as a
Commonwealth
Scholar, and a
bachelors degree
from McGill . An
avid skier, Peter
maintains a chalet Neil Bauer
at Mt. Tremblant. Neil is a prominent executive in the satellite industry and currently president of
Orion Associates, a consultancy
group. As president and CEO of
Orion Network Systems, he led the
company to its first satellite launch.
Neil earned a BS from the University of Dayton and an MBA from
Temple University. He and his
wife, Ricky Ann, live in Acton, Massachusetts, to be near their four
grandsons. Says IDC chairman and
SCAN columnist Denzil Doyle,
“[Peter and Neil] bring additional
strategic expertise and industry
contacts and [will] help lead IDC into the next phase of growth.”

Manuel Schiappa
Pietra
is appointed president and CEO of
FreeBalance, a
maker of accountability and
performance software for developing
nations.
Manuel has over
two decades of international man-

agement experience with businesses in Canada the US, Europe,
South Africa and Latin America. A
graduate of the South African Institute of Management, he is fluent in English, Portuguese, Spanish, and French. The married father
of three enjoys outdoor activities,
especially running and skiing.

Sailesh Agrawal
a software developer, joins Internet-telephony products designer
iotum
corp.
Sailesh received a
bachelor of mathematics degree,
computer science,
from the University of Waterloo
in 2005. After
graduation he headed for Vancouver and took a job with Xten, a
VOIP company. He came back east
soon after though, to be with his
family who emigrated from Nepal
ten years ago. Sailesh is an avid
skier.

Pronexus
hires Marcel Stel to manage
its new product, veoMobile.
Before coming to
P ronexus,
Marcel was a
product manager
for Sciemetric Instruments and
Watchfire. He
spends most of
his free time with Marcel Stel

his wife and kids
but finds time for
golf in the summer
and hockey in winter. Pablo Sartorio joins the
Pronexus sales
team. Pablo has
Pablo Sartorio
over 10-years experience in sales and was previously with Enterprise Rent-a-Car,
where he held the distinction of top
corporate account manager among
the company’s 30 branches in Eastern Ontario. Originally from South
America, he enjoys soccer and is
eagerly awaiting
the upcoming
World
Cup.
Cedric Nizman
also joins the Cedric Nizman
Pronexus sales team, as territory
manager for the Americas. Cedric
spent six years in the industrial/
OEM hardware sector with Furter
Electronics and Northgrove Technologies. He studied at University
of Canisius in Buffalo, on a hockey
scholarship, and also at Carleton.
Cedric enjoys golfing, cycling and
playing hockey. He and his wife are
expecting their first child in June.

TrueContext
appoints Jeff Lindauer as CEO,
while former CEO Alvaro Pombo
assumes the role of president and
executive chairman of the board.
Previously the CEO of Sponta-

neous Technology, a wireless
synchronization company now
owned by Nokia, and president and
CEO of Skytel, Jeff has been at the
helm of telecommunications companies for more
than two decades.
Omar Leeman
joins the company as senior VP of
sales and customer support.
Prior to coming to
Tr u e C o n t e x t , Omar Leeman
Omar was the president and
founder of Pinebrook Management Group, a consulting firm. He
held various positions at MCI, including president of business markets. Omar earned a BBA from the
University of Hawaii. He enjoys
spending time with his grandson,
Henry, and his
two Jack Russell
terriers, Lucy and
Bitzy. Ted Gauld
has been named
the company ’s
new vice president of marketing. Before joining Ted Gauld
TrueContext, Ted held several senior marketing positions with Microsoft. He has a bachelor degree,
international policy studies, from
Duke and an MBA from Columbia.
Ted is a musician and outdoors enthusiast. Cyril Soga has taken the
position of vice president of engineering. Cyril spent several years
More, see Orbits, P. 4
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“We believe that the personal
health record (PHR) is the way to
bridge the gap . . . a PHR that you
Nevertheless, Timothy Vasko, not only carry with you, but that is
founder and CEO of Convergent also backed up in the environment.”
According to Blatt, health-care inMedia Network and E-Health
Online, says that Canadian EHR formation technology can make
has the potential to be far-reach- hospitals two or three times more
ing in its influence and scope, “well efficient, and keep people out of the
beyond Health Canada, and well health system by empowering them
beyond any single institution or with digital devices they can use to
monitor chronic conditions, such as
technology.”
Vasko says, “The electronic diabetes or hypertension at home.
“My call to action to the governhealth record is a global transition
event. Every major world govern- ment here in Ottawa,” Blatt told
conference participants,
ment has issued a mandate for establishing an E - P R E S C R I B I N G ? “is to think about an inEHR, and it won’t be con- BY DOCTORS clusion program. Start
tained within individual IN THE UK empowering people to use of what we are trying to do. I would
PCs at home, turn pa- say we are a good five years away
nations or institutions.”
tients into consumers. from having a good robust EHR.”
The “health care diThe government needs to
vide,” or the gap between
The Branham study also found
those who have access to BY DOCTORS IN be encouraged to empow- that only about 17% of a health-care
health care and the more CANADA 8% er its citizens with elec- organization’s IT budget is spent
tronic health records.”
than three billion in the
on new programs or features.
Prince Edward Island is the first
world who do not, is widening, says
“We are not spending enough to
Dr. Mark Blatt of Intel’s Digital province to have EHRs for every move the agenda ahead. This is a
Health Group in Connecticut. “In- one of its citizens. Launched in Jan- big complaint across the board.
tel,” he says, “has the technology uary, the $13 million system is a
and the responsibility to change one-stop computer record that Doctors online
Another challenge to moving
gives doctors, nurses, pharmacists
the way we access health care.”
Addressing such health issues and emergency workers access to health care into the electronic age
as the demographic trend towards patient information. The system, is convincing physicians, nurses
an older population (21% of the which is expected to take about a and hospital staff to adopt new techworld’s population is expected to year to implement, will link doctors’ nology. “Doctors are often reluctant
be 60 or older by 2050) at the gov- offices, hospitals and pharmacies to change, and yet outside the hospitals, they are high users of techernment and health technologies with single electronic records.
“We are in the very early days of nology,” notes Martineau. “Inside
conference, Blatt proposed a “digEHRs,” says Michael Martineau, the hospital setting, IT gets in the
ital health” solution.
“Intel became serious about dig- director of Branham Group Inc. way of doing their job. They want to
see the value of using it,
ital health about a year ago,” Blatt in Ottawa, which recenttold delegates. “Our group decid- ly completed a study on DOCTORS WHO understand how it can
make their day easier.”
ed to concentrate on biomed and E-health in Canadian hosIn the European Union,
life sciences, health care informa- pitals.
Development of an THEIR PATIENTS eight out of ten physicians
tion technology and personal
are connected to the elecEHR system is one of the
health platforms.”
Pointing to the United King- most important compo- Z E A L A N D tronic data interchange
system, according to
dom’s recent $4 billion investment nents of electronic health
Binder. Only 14% of Canato redesign its national health sys- architecture. While each
dian doctors use electrontem and China’s construction of province is developing its
6,000 modern hospitals, Blatt ad- own EHR strategy, “we IN CANADA ic medical records compared to 59% in the United
vises, “Using IT to increase quali- are all moving in a comKingdom, and only eight
ty could be a big win in itself. Tech- mon direction,” says Marper cent use E-prescribnologies working together can tineau, who spoke about
ing, compared to the Unitmake a big difference to health the Branham study at an
care, shorten hospitalization, for Ottawa Centre for Research and ed Kingdom’s 87%. Nearly one in
Innovation (OCRI) event at uOt- five New Zealand doctors commuexample.”
nicate with their patients by E-mail,
Blatt, who trained in family tawa in March.
“They don’t necessarily always compared to Canada’s one in 10.
medicine, said the way medicine
Martineau says, “There is a beis practised now, records are of- agree, but they are working toten lost, treatment is delayed, doc- gether to move the agenda forward. lief that we need to transform how
tors must diagnose on site and Alberta’s out in front. Ontario is we deliver health-care services.
there are many opportunities for probably in the middle of the pack. And there is a growing consensus
We are challenged by the sheer size that IT will play a role. It’s not the
error.
silver bullet, but it will enable the
sharing of information.”
Fortinet
Even doctors and nurses are agfrom P. 3
Technologies
ing along with the entire global popas chief technolostrengthens its technical docu- ulation, Martineau points out.
gy officer and VP
mentation team with the addition “There is a study that has suggestof global R&D at
of three writers. Rick Pali, having ed more doctors will be leaving the
Eftia OSS Soluworked for Corel, JetForm and system than coming into it. Is it postions. Prior to
Encon, has more than fifteen sible to convince some of them to
that, he worked
years experience in technical sup- work longer on a part-time basis?
for
Fulcrum
port, software quality assurance IT can help. We can eliminate a lot
Technologies as
and technical writing. David of processes that are burning out
a software devel- Cyril Soga
Hitchcock was previously em- doctors and nurses. We can tag IV
opment manager. Cyril earned an ployed by QNX, Cognos, and En- poles, wheelchairs, beds with radio
honours degree in computer sci- trust. He is a certified computer frequency identification (RFID) to
ence from the University of Sci- engineer and technical writer. cut down on the time nurses take
ence and Technology in Ghana. A Debbi Giroux comes to Fortinet looking for equipment.”
Says Blatt, “We are definitely at a
former track-and-field competitor, via Nortel, Optiwave and the Royhe still holds triple-jump records at al Ottawa Health Care Group. tipping point. The technology is
the Ottawa Lions Track Club, She earned a BA in English and available, costs are coming down
where he also holds the sprint relay psychology from Acadia Univer- and citizens want value for their
record with teammates and local sity. Louise Meta joins the health-care dollars. If we don’t
Olympians Glenroy Gilbert and Fortinet Ottawa office and will be adopt the technologies, we won’t be
able to live in the modern world.”
Sheridon Baptiste.
More, see Orbits, P. 8
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Happiest hour for 49
local players on the list
By Jennifer Bruce

Silicon Valley North
is not only back in
business, it’s also
smarter and more
diversified than ever.

The swank Metropolitain
Brasserie at 700 Sussex was the
backdrop for the unveiling of the
13th edition of the Branham 300, an
account of Canada’s leading hightech companies. For the second
year the venerable list was featured
in Ottawa-based Backbone Magazine, distributed largely through the
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compared to the results of the pre- Silicon Valley North is not only back
in business, it’s also smarter and
more diversified than ever. To receive a free sample issue of the current edition of Backbone, or to read
the full online version of the magazine with extensive analysis, head
to backbonemag.com.

Canada’s top IT
companies produced
approximately
$5.5 billion more in
revenue in 2005.

vious Branham300 — a 10.31% yearover-year increase. The average
revenue growth rate experienced
by a single Branham300 company
in 2005 was 33.75%, up slightly from
32.19% last year.
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
Entrepreneur boot
camp laces up
OCRI’s
Entrepreneurship
Centre holds its second entrepreneur’s edge (e2) program from April
24th to the 28th. The course links new
start-up founders and professional
service providers with seasoned
entrepreneurs and industry veterans who will discuss their experiences, best practices and leading
strategies. The five-session syllabus will cover subjects including
the forces on new company formation, the importance of human capital, finding customers and a call to
action. “Being a first time
entrepreneur, e2
provided a fantastic overview of
everything I need
to do and expect
over the next
three years,” reports Kenton
White, a gradu- Kenton White
ate of the inaugural program held
last February. “Having an engineering background, I found the
practical tools and frameworks for
marketing, sales and financing extremely profitable. The course
notes will be my bible for the coming years.” Register for the next
session at www.ottawacapitalnetwork.com/the_edge, by calling 613560-6081 or by reaching OCRI’s
David Scollon at 613-580-2424
x20083.

2002, Advanced operates two of
the top 15 mobile content sites,
Monstertones.com and ringingphone.com.

Ciel aims high

Ciel Satellite Communications
Inc. has commissioned Alcatel
Alenia Space to build the start-up
a new Spacebus 4000 C4 satellite
to be named Ciel-2. Scheduled to
launch in 2008 and be operational
for 16 years, the satellite will deliver services across North America.
With international backing, Ciel
plans to compete in the market
dominated by Telesat, offering
wholesale satellite capacity to
broadcasters and direct-to-home
programmers. “The demands from
the Ciel procurement team were
ambitious and rigorous,” says Pascale Sourisse, president and CEO
of Alcatel Alenia Space, “so we are
doubly delighted to have earned
this contract award for Ciel-2.”

ADitude wins award

Alcatel in
21st Century
Alcatel has agreed to supply
British Telecom with routers and
network gear manufactured in Ottawa. The contract makes Alcatel a
prominent player in BT’s ambitious 21 st Century Network, the
“next generation” in integrated
communication. BT expects 21st
Century to be operational within a
year.

Zim restates
revenues, buys
ringtone company
M i c h a e l C o w p l a n d ’s beleaguered Zim Corporation reports
it has adopted a new accounting
practice that will necessitate restating revenues and costs for
periods back to 2004. The company estimates revenue and
costs for fiscal 2005, ended March
31, will both be reduced by $5.4
million. For the first three quarters of 2006, the company estimates the restatement will mean
a $3-million decrease in revenues
and costs. Net loss will be unchanged. The company also
plans to buy Advanced Internet
Services, a Philadelphia-based
seller of cellphone ringtones, for
$1.1 million in cash and shares.
The deal is expected to accelerate ZIM’s entrance into the mobile content market. Founded in

ADitude Media wins a 2006 DIGI
Award recognizing excellence in
the digital signage industry. The
two-tier award was presented to
Markham-based contractor POPMedia, who shared the honour
with ADitude, an Ottawa-based developer of digital signage technology. ADitude’s signs, displaying advertising and real-time news and
information supplied by CHUM,
are found in schools, businesses
and hotels in various cities across
Canada. They are also on board VIVA buses in Toronto’s York Region.

The award winners were announced at a systems integration
expo in Las Vegas.

Telesat boosts
record earnings
The Ottawa-based satellite of BCE
Inc. posts revenues just under $475
million in fiscal 2005, a 31.1% increase from the year before. Profits rose 6.6% to $88.9 million, a new
high, up from the previous mark of
$83.4 million in 2004. During the
year, Telesat launched its newest
satellite, Anik F1R, which sends
signals to customers such as CTV
and CBC. It also bought The
SpaceConnection Inc., a California-based reseller satellite capacity whose clients include ABC,
CBS, NBC and CNN. The company recently signed on with the
Canadian Coast Guard and will
design a satellite-based digital
communications system that will
be placed aboard five ships in
CCG’s east- and west-coast fleets.
The installation is the first step in
a plan that will eventually see Email, digital television and VoIP capability in place on all 38 Coast
Guard vessels on Canada’s three
coasts and the Great Lakes.

Telus exec wins
WMB award
Janet Yale, executive vice president for corporate affairs at Telus
in Ottawa, wins businesswoman
of the year, corporate category,
at the 2006
Women’s Business Network
awards. A recognition of her
strong leadership at the telco,
Janet Yale
the award was
also given in honour of Yale’s tireless charity and community work.
She is the chairperson of the Ottawa United Way/Centraide and
serves on the board of Ashbury
College, OCRI, the Ottawa Hospital. and the Information Technology Association of Canada.
Active in the arts community as
well, Janet is chair of the National Arts Centre Gala and on the
board of directors of The Council
for Business and the Arts in

Arnold Villeneuve
Vice President
Professional Services Division

Canada, the Canadian Film Centre and the GCTC. Janet earned a
master of economics in 1976 and a
bachelor of laws in 1981 from U of
T. In 2001, Canadian Women in
Communications named her
“Woman of the Year.”

Belair ships gear
to St. Thomas
Choice Communications, based
in the Virgin Islands, is providing
the Caribbean tourist island of St.
Thomas with Belair Networks’
Wi-Fi Internet service. The wireless network covers popular tourist
areas including the cruise ship
terminal — the busiest in the West
Indies — the St. John Ferry dock

and local hotels. The installation
was built to weather environmental contingencies such as tropical
storms and hot temperatures. Belair, with 80 employees, was founded in November 2002.

PixeLINK emerges
from bankruptcy
protection
PixeLINK, a manufacturer of digital cameras for various uses in industry and science, will exit bankruptcy protection later this month.
With creditors voting unanimously in favour of a restructuring proposal, the company will carry little debt and overhead. PixeLINK
More, see Nuggets, P. 9

New employees.
Business changes.
New software.
New locations.
Process changes.

Need an Application Training Partner?
Look to Capital Technology Partners.
Get the most out of your application with fast, flexible
training solutions tailored to your business needs.
The training experts at Capital Technology Partners have been
designing, producing, and delivering courseware for both
packaged and proprietary applications for over 10 years.
Our services include
· Needs analysis
· Course design and delivery
· Customized materials
· Measurement and assessment
· Bilingual instruction

Delivery options include
· e-learning
· Instructor-led training
· One-on-one sessions
· Train the trainer

Get your software working harder for you today.
Call 1-866-987-2005 or
e-mail us at training@ctpartners.ca
ctpartners.ca

Arnold.Villeneuve@cirilab.com
Tel: 819.772.9979 Ext: 230
Fax: 819.772.4838
Cell: 613.833.0984

CIRI Lab Inc.
80 Belleau Street, Suite 200, Gatineau, Quebec, Canada J9A 1H1
Tel 819.772.9979
www.cirilab.com
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JUDGE! (whoever you are)

1. Full marks if you can ID two of the panelists ____________________________________?
A bonus if you know whether the blonde intently focussed on the panel is the same blonde
who is in 6, 11, 15, and just who is this ubiquitous person____________________________?

9

2. No bigger than this ______________________________________________________?
3. Earnest

______________________________________________________________?

4. Delighted ______________________________________________________________?

SEND ENTRY

3

✃HEY

5. The fellow on the left is security ____________________________________________?
6. Not that blonde, the other one ______________________________________________?
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7. You interview me, I’ll interview you
8. Meet my friend

__________________________________________?

________________________________________________________?

9. Tough one. We’ll give you Mike Caughey in his usual position
10 Where Web 2.0 lives

15

________________________?

____________________________________________________?

11. We’ve been catching glimpses of

____________________________________________?

12. Somebody’s pleased with something __________________________________________?

8

13. Who’s selling whom

______________________________________________________?

14. Respectful attention

____________________________________________________?

15. Is that who I think it is

__________________________________________________?

16. Taking care of business

__________________________________________________?

17. You won’t find this on LavaLife ______________________________________________?

16

18. All 18 holes will be playable this weekend ______________________________________?
19. His name is Eugene. Blondes aren’t necessarily related. ____________________________?
My name:

______________________________________________________________________

Contact info: ____________________________________________________________________
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WARNING: SCAN and OCRI employees or family members are non-starters.
FAX COMPLETED FORM TO 244-0233
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Orbits… from P. 4
responsible for
technical training initiatives.
Louise recently
held positions at
Mitel and Entrust. She has
worked in the
Louise Meta
high tech industry for more than ten years and
holds a business diploma from
Algonquin College.

Rosemarie Leclair
has been named president and CEO
of Hydro Holdings Inc., formally
assuming the titles she’s held as
acting president
and CEO since
May 2005. Before
coming to the utility’s executive office, she was an
advisor to the provincial government and deputy manager for the
City of Ottawa’s public works and
services department. Rosemarie as
a finalist for this year’s Women’s
Business Network’s businesswomen of the year award.

Kanatek
Technologies
has appointed Fred Dimson VP,
sales and services, with responsibility for overseeing day-to-day
management of Canadian operations. Before coming to Kanatek,
Fred was general manager and director of operations for VERITAS

Software Canada. He also
worked for Pyramid Technology,
Philips and Motorola. He holds a
Bachelor degree
in mathematics
Fred Dimson
from uWaterloo.
Fred likes swimming, golf and “giving money to his three children,”
who are all in university. Brian
Dilks has been
a p p o i n t e d
Kanatek’s general manager with
responsibility for
Nortel BRS. Brian joined Kanatek
in 1994 to grow local sales, then Brian Dilks
went on to develop company departments including
Internet solutions and commercial
software development. He was previously with Quantum Information
Resources, an application development consulting firm. Brian is also graduated from Waterloo, where
he earned an honours degree in
psychology and business. When not
working, Brian likes to coach his
boys’ hockey teams.

Pat Paulin
joins Clearford Industries as CFO.
For almost a quarter century, Pat has
been leading finance and operations
divisions at start-ups and Fortune
500 companies He has held positions
with Open Text, Bell Canada and
Digital Equipment. He is a certified
management accountant and
holds a degree in commerce from
Concordia.

Protect the kids and stave off regulation
By Michael Hammond
hink of Tvidia Corp.’s software
as the equivalent of parents
T
looking over their child’s shoulder.
The software maker’s team knows
that cellphones are a must for children and teenagers since parents
want their children to be reachable
and safe. But the questionable content children can download on their
cellphones has parents and the
largest telecom carriers worried.
Enter Tvidia’s Verify software offering. The product aims to tackle
the huge issue of how parents can
keep tabs on what their children are
doing with their phones. The company’s team says Tvidia’s product
is in some ways a variation of NetNanny, but for the wireless world.
As cellphones become more powerful, telecom carriers are looking
at ways the wireless Web can be
harnessed so that their customers
get the products and services that
are appropriate.
Ricci Brach, Tvidia’s vice-president of sales, says the idea to develop software that protects young
wireless customers from inappropriate content developed out of their
own personal experiences.
“Part of (the motivation) is that
we’re all family people here,” Brach
says. “For instance, at home, I see
my kids on the PC and sometimes
dread what they might be doing on
the Internet.”
Although the technical issues are
far more complex in the wireless
world, Tvidia tweaked an earlier
software offering to make it an age
verification product in just nine
months.

Stephen Davis, the company’s
chief technology officer, says carriers
first noticed the start-up’s software
could be transformed into an
age-verification
product. Nine
months later, the
privately funded
company
has
burst out of stealth
mode on the verge
of signing a major
Canadian wireless carrier for its
product.
Davis says telecom carriers are
looking to protect themselves since
they are often the ones found responsible when a young customer
downloads something inappropriate.
“The carriers are the ones facing
the heat,” Davis says. “They’re trying to be good corporate citizens.”
Carriers are also trying to avoid
government interference. Since the
mobile Web can
sometimes be as
dangerous as the
Wild West, the
telecom industry
is trying to regulate who gets
what content before the government imposes its own legislation.
Tvidia’s product can be incorporated as part of a cellphone plan. Parents
can register their child’s cellphone on
a central server. Once the server has
that child’s age and data, certain keywords will trigger the software to
block content from reaching the
child’s cellphone. Certain images with
too much skin can be blocked as well,
Davis said. The company is also working with Web tracking companies to
ensure naughty website addresses
are blocked as well, he added.
“The end result, says Tvidia
founder Mel Bond, is that parents
still have their “electronic leashes”
but won’t have to worry about what
their child is doing with the cellphone.”

Tvidia is also working with carriers to address some of the issues
facing mobile users in their late
teens. For instance, the company ’s product
aims to use a registration system
to ensure teens
aren’t getting into
trouble on online
gambling sites.
Protecting
customers in the wireless world
is a daunting task. Unlike a desktop NetNanny-type program, the
wireless world does not run on an
industry standard Windows operating system. Carriers operate
their cellphones on all sorts of systems.
In order to filter out objectionable
websites for mobile users, a software maker like Tvidia must rely on
third-party Web monitoring companies to ensure
their list of objectionable sites is
up to date.
Since there is
such a diversity of
operating systems in the wireless world, Davis
says his engineering team had to rethink how it programmed lines of
computer code, since the one-sizefits-all approach doesn’t work for
wireless networks.
Part of the company’s advantage
could lie with what Davis describes
as its “platform-agnostic” software.
Since Tvidia’s product interacts
with a server in the back end of a
wireless network, it can attack the
problem of objectionable content
before it is even downloaded to various types of cellphones operating
on various platforms.
Brach says North American wireless carriers are engaged in a
“horse race” to be the first out of
the gate with age-protected cellphone plans.

The mobile Web
can sometimes be
as dangerous as
the Wild West

Protecting customers in
the wireless world is
a daunting task.
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filed for protection last October,
when it was unable to meet commitments with its bank due to operational difficulties that restricted cash flow. “We had tremendous
support from our suppliers and
creditors during the restructuring,” says Michael McKay, PixeLINK’s new president. “This enabled us to continue operations
and satisfy customer orders, resulting in solid sales revenue in
the last [four] months.” PixeLINK
opened shop in 1992. It has 15 employees.

20Q wins
SCAN prize
Online and hand-held game developer 20Q.net Inc. wins a fullpage ad from
national capital SCAN, to
run in May’s issue. The prize
was claimed by
Q20’s “soothsayer ” and software developer
Pe t e r Pa t t e r - 20Q soothsayer
son (in no way Pete Patterson
related to his namesake associated with SCAN), after his business card was drawn from
scores of others left at the SCAN
booth set up at the 13 th annual
OCRI Technology Showcase,
held March 23 rd at Scotiabank
Place. Founded in 2002, 20Q has
6 employees. You can play the
company’s popular Q&A game at
www.20Q.net.

C-COM’s sales
and profit up
C-COM Satellite Systems Inc. reports revenue for fiscal 2005 was
$6 million and profit just above
$450,000 or $0.015 per share. Last
year, revenues were just shy of $5
million and the company suffered a
net loss of $19,993 or $0.001 per
share. C-COM attributes recent
growth to brisk sales of its iNetVu
Mobile auto-deploying antenna
systems used for two-way highspeed, satellite-based Internet access.

MDS and Bruce
ink cobalt deal
MDS Nordion extends an agreement to acquire, and be the exclusive supplier of cobalt for
Bruce Power. The nuclear energy provider will then irradiate the
cobalt and return it for use by
MDS customers. This partnership produces over 40% of the
world’s supply of cobalt, used primarily for sterilizing medical devices and consumer products and
for the disinfestation of fresh produce. Nordion recently an nounced that its Equinox cancer
therapy system and its Avanza
patient positioning treatment
table are now commercially
available in Europe. Some 1,200
MDS cancer systems provide
over 45,000 treatments a day
worldwide.

Ottawa company
wins small
exporter award

Cinesphere Imax in Toronto
Triodetic Building Products
takes top prize in the small exporter category at this year ’s
Canada Export Awards. The maker of domes, pyramids and other
free-form structures has seen exports increase more than 300% in
the past four years. Structures
built with Triodetic products, like
the Ontario Place Cinesphere in
Toronto, are recognizable by their
tubular, triangle shapes and
patented hubs that can accommodate up to 12 connections. The
company, spun-off from Fentiman
& Sons in 1984, has approximately
20 employees.

Nortel opens new
facility in capital
As part of sweeping new initiatives
to help global service providers operate more efficiently, Nortel Networks opens a new multi-vendor
IPTV (Internet protocol TV) integration lab in Ottawa. The facility
will provide a single point-of-contact for multi-vendor network design, lab certification, engineering,
configuration and acceptance testing of IPTV services. The new lab
will draw on the expertise of existing staff from various areas across
the Ottawa campus.

EION buys
product lines
EION Inc. acquires three broadband wireless product lines from
Calgary-based
Wi-LAN Inc.
The deal includes EION
buying the assets and the outstanding orders
of the product
lines. The company will also EION CEO Kalai
take over more Kalaichelvan
than 120 resellers and assume all
warranty obligations. The move
gives EION a stronger presence in
the expanding broadband wireless
market, says Kalai Kalaichelvan,
chairman and CEO of EION Inc.
The financial terms of the transaction were not revealed. EION
has been in business since 2001.

Law firms deploy
for tech’s bright
tomorrow
The recent merger of local tech law
firms Gowling Lafleur Henderson and Marlay and Ford is yet another sign that the tech industry, if
not in the last stages of convales-

cence, is once again in good health.
LaBarge Weinstein LLP, another Ottawa practice specializing in
technology law, has formed a fullyintegrated licensing group devoted
to serving every legal need of high
tech clients. And their words are at
least as large as their actions. Says
Wayne Kerrick, Gowling’s head of
business law, “We think we’re now
providing a service offering that
technology companies are going to
have a need for and there’s going
to be a much greater demand down
the road.”

Vector enters
agreement with
First Nation
Vector Wind Energy Inc. has
signed a memorandum of understanding to assist the M’Chigeeng
First Nation build and maintain a
wind power project on Manitoulin
Island. The Megawatt “Mother
Earth” project is proceeding under
a standing offer contract recently
announced by the Ontario government. Vector’s consulting role
will continue through 2007 and
should net the company $1 million.
It is the third consulting mandate
the company has won this year.
Vector has 23 wind-generated power projects around the country at
various stages of development.

Nakina Systems
revenue up 400%
Nakina Systems, a security management solutions and multi-vendor network provider, points to its
acquisition of new customers and
the development of existing accounts for exponential revenue
growth in 2005. During the year,

the privately-held company
opened offices in the US and the
UK. It also established a professional services group and secured
an additional round of financing
to promote growth. Founded in
2002, Nakina has about 100 employees.

Biovail report
healthier than
prognosis
Ottawa Senators owner Eugene
Melnyk’s Biovail Corp. reports a
net income of
$119.7 million,
or 75 cents a
share, for fiscal
Q4 (all figures
in US dollars).
In the same
quarter last
year, net earnings were $46 Eugene Melnyk,
million, or 29 Biovail CEO
cents a share. Revenues increased
four percent to $287.6 million. Both
results surpassed a survey of analysts who predicted per-share
earnings of 74 cents on revenue of
$265 million. Profits for the full year
reached $236.2 million, or $1.48 per
share, up from $161 million, or $1.01
per share, in 2004. Revenues in
2005 rose six percent to $935.5 million. Biovail expects 2006 revenues
to be between $990 million and
$1.07 billion, significantly higher
than analysts’ forecast of $947 million. The company predicts earnings of $2.30 to $2.40 per share,
which would be a gain of approximately 25% over 2005. Biovail, the
largest publicly traded pharmaceutical company in Canada, attributes the strong performance to
its growing market share of the an-

tidepressant Wellbutrin XL and
Zovirax, a herpes medication.

Mitel helps MedQuist
demobilize
New Jersey-based MedQuist buys
$1.3 million worth of Mitel’s telephony solutions, which will help the
medical transportation company
slash costs by allowing more than
1,000 employees to work from
home. In a statement announcing
the deal, local tech powerhouse Mitel noted that US Environmental
Protection Agency figures indicate that America would save more
than 1.2 million gallons of fuel per
week if just 10% of its workforce
telecommuted just one day a week.
The company also reports that it
is supplying the Hotel Dieu Hospital in Lévis, Quebec, with Internet communication services to assist medical staff and the affiliated
medical school at Université
Laval. Mitel has opened a new
southeast regional headquarters
in Atlanta, Georgia, which will be
managed by Ray Jiminez, new regional director for the US Southeast.

NRC honours own
NRC recently presented its annual corporate outstanding achievement awards to NRC staff who
have made an exceptional contribution in the life sciences, physical
sciences and engineering. Among
the winners was the eight-member
Biomolecular Imaging Team,
which was recognized for both developing new imaging capabilities
and their practical application.
Garry Timco, leader of the Cold
Regions Technologies group, was
More, see Nuggets, P. 10
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University
steps into
E-business
skills gap
By Rob Fishbook

W

ith the online bust of 2001
squarely in the past, E-business in Ottawa is once again
pushing forward to a pre-bust level. There are currently over 100
E-businesses in Ottawa and 4,500
workers in the E-business and Ecommerce sector. Yet workers
trained in both the business and
technical aspects of the sector
are increasingly hard to find. With
this in mind, the uOttawa recently unveiled two new programs — a master’s degree and a
separate MSc, both in E-Business
Technologies. The new programs
are designed to address the divide between E-business managers and technicians by delivering specialized programs as well
as those that provide a broad
knowledge of all aspects of the
industry.
The official launch was March
15, attended by representatives
from Ottawa’s E-business community. The event doubled as the
monthly presentation and networking event for the Ottawa Ebusiness Cluster and addressing
the group Dr. Dominique Ferrand, director of the E-business
program and president of Interactive Media Inc., said, “If we, as
Canadians, wish to retain our position among the leaders of the
21st century, we need to train specialists in E-business . . . In the international competition of the 21st
century, E-talent will be one of the
most valuable and necessary resources.”
Ferrand stressed the importance of close ties between the university and the community. In
practice, this includes partnerships with the Ottawa E-business
cluster and OCRI Global Marketing, as well as collaborations
with companies.

Student push
The new programs are an extension of the previously existing
certificates in E-business and Ecommerce that were created in
2001 at the university. The push for
master’s programs came from
students themselves, who want
further accreditation in the E-business sector.
The E-business cluster will help
to integrate graduates of the program into the Ottawa community.
“When we founded the E-business
cluster, one of the things we wanted to do was make sure there was
connectivity with the academic
world,” says Marwan Forzley,
president of the cluster and president and CEO of MODA Solutions. “One of the toughest things
in Ottawa for people running Ebusinesses is finding expertise —
real-world knowledge.
10 national capital SCAN, April 2006

Yes, this is rocket science!

Marketing high
performance computing
with special fondness for the emergence of a new category. A
new category gives
them something
new to write about.
Hence the creation
of a product’s identity involves two things
— naming the product, and
choosing the category.
Choosing an existing category
makes sense when your new prodn the lobby at Liquid Comput- uct has a competitive advantage
ing, a monitor rolls a slide show over existing players and you aim to
of the company’s markets, prod- win over similar products based on
uct line architecture, and advan- feature set or cost. Choosing a new
tages. Their target buyers are category makes more sense when
users who need high performance you plan to offer a distinctively difcomputing (HPC) — scientists do- ferent way to solve a problem and
ing calculations on global climate you wish to compete against the enchange, or engineers doing simu- tire existing paradigm. What marlations of the power and noise lev- keters call “the discussion” in the
els generated by a new design of a marketplace will shift to the new
jet engine. It’s a highly sophisti- category, referring to it as a new
cated market and this local com- paradigm, and giving lots of free atpany is poised to win its heart.
tention to a leader in the new space.
This shift in market attention draws
Market targeting
Andy Church, LP’s VP of mar- funding, and user spending, out of
keting and alliances, comments, old categories into the new one.
The sports utility vehicle (SUV)
“We are focused on gaining HPC
customer traction in government category is an example of masterresearch labs and the universities, ful category definition in the auto
defence, biosciences and energy. sector. It has shifted billions of dolWe are also paying some attention lars of spending from adjacent catto adjacent markets such as egories such as mini-vans and upapplication ser vice providers, scale sedans.
Church has put an excellent set of
enterprise and
category ideas in
telecom OEMs.
As one would ex- “We invest 80% of our play, choosing to
position LC’s
pect, we are folmarketing effort on products in a new
lowing the 80/20
rule in terms of chosen target markets, category, identified as “Interconmanaging our renect Driven Serv20%
in
selected
sources, outreach
er” (IDS), activeand overall focus
adjacent
markets.”
ly participating in
— we invest 80%
naming the new
of our marketing
category, and
effort on chosen markets, 20% in secreating market awareness of its
lected adjacent markets.”
attributes in a number of ways,
including a description of IDS at
Start-up enablers
Bob Garrow, LC’s senior VP of Wikipedia.org, the on-line encyclostrategic relationships, identified pedia.
timely “enablers” as a key startup
success ingredient in a keynote ad- Early adopters
Many influential high perfordress to a recent dinner meeting
mance
users are in the national labs
of The Ottawa Network (TON).
Enablers are technical and mar- in the USA, and Liquid Computing
ket milestones that have been has been able to get speaking enachieved, that make a significant gagements at key conferences, innew innovation possible, timely, and cluding a key event at the Oak
likely to succeed. For Liquid Com- Ridge National Laboratory in
puting, the enablers are the 64-bit Tennessee, to a conference of high
processors and their hi-speed in- performance computing users.
terfaces, new operating systems Those audiences included many of
(Linux), telecom improved com- the early adopters and thought leadputing design (reliable, scalable, ers, and have served to give LC inlow human resource to operate and troductions that have attracted earno disruption to expand or repair) ly adopters and lead customers, givand the availability of previously un- ing them a seat at the table as detailed engineering and market poavailable engineering expertise.
sitioning were developed.
New category
First product shipments are exChurch is well aware of market pected soon.
entry dynamics. Buyers position a
new offer with reference to things
Peter Fillmore is a technology
they already know, and third parties sales executive and disruptive
(analysts, media, thought leaders) strategy advisor. Contact him by Ewrite about trends in technology mail fillmore@westpark.com

Marketech

PETER FILLMORE
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Nuggets… from P. 9
honoured for his
work developing
two types of model
ice used in labs
around the world
to simulate icestructure interactions. NRC Insti- Garry Timco
tute for Aerospace
Research took the NRC Industrial
Partnership Award for developing
a composite structure for use in
rotary wing aircraft.

SafeNet adjusts
Baltimore-based SafeNet Inc.:
an information security company
with 32 employees in its Ottawa
office, releases an adjusted Q2
2005 financial report, first posted
in February. For the full fiscal
year, net income per diluted
share decreased from $0.16 to
$0.12 as a result of the reassessment. Taking steps to address the
error, the company hired new accountants and created the position of director of recognition of
revenue.

cently received a second contract
from Johnson, to conduct thorough engineering and design
studies for a massive industrial
facility in the US, says Thermal,
which could lead to “the signing
of a substantial contract for the
company, pending approval of the
proposed technical solution by
Johnson Controls and its customer.”

SiGe Semiconductor
pulls up stakes
Prompted by a growing staff and
burgeoning business, SiGe Semiconducter has left its Queensview
Dr. address and relocated closeby at 1050 Morrison Drive, just off
the 417. SiGe now has over 110
employees, half located in Ottawa.
The new 16,000-square foot facility will house the company’s marketing, human resources, IT and
financial operations, as well as
R&D labs for SiGe’s wireless
products. “Ottawa is a great home
to SiGe. The business climate has
contributed to our success,” says
company CEO Jim Derbyshire.

Oops

Thermal to
push system to
auto sector
Thermal Energy completes the
installation of a heat recovery
and emission reduction system
at the CAMC O
appliance factory
in Montreal. The
$1.36-million system will allow
CAMCO to recover much of the
heat and energy
lost to E-coating, Thermal CEO
aka electrocoat- Tim Angus
ing
or
electrophoresis. The process, which
uses electric current to bond
paint to metal and other composite sur faces, expends great
amounts of heat and creates
harmful emissions. Thermal’s
new technology reduces emissions by more than 80% and recycles heat to heat water and the
building in which the system is
installed. “This implementation
of FLU-ACE technology for CAMCO’s paint process opens
tremendous opportunities for us
in the automotive and other manufacturing sectors,” says Tim
Angus, Thermal Energy’s president and CEO. Thermal won the
CAMCO contract just days after
Angus took the company’s helm
in 2005. CAMCO is a customer of
Johnson Controls, Angus’ previous employer. The company re-

This photo of Kit Frost (left) and
Sandra Trnka at the Bell Sensplex Technology Hockey Challenge appeared in colour on P. 11
of the March issue of national
capital SCAN. Unfortunately no
credit was given to the photographer, which came courtesy of
Krystina Vorobej Photography,
Fine Art.

Patent deal raises
MOSAID’s top-line
MOSAID Technologies bumps up
its forecast for fiscal 2007 after
signing a deal to licence its patent
portfolio for use in portable music
players. The company says the
five-year agreement should increase predicted revenues by $7
million and raise earnings by $4.5
million. In February, MOSAID
forecast numbers for this year
were between $70 million to $75
million in revenues and $15 million
to $17 million in profits. The licensee, who the company didn’t
name, will pay MOSAID a license
fee and remit a portion of all revenues arising from any sub-licenses.

The fourth wave is looming
but Ottawa isn’t set to surf
disruptive technology, the products firm, Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield
are expensive, the indus- and Byers to specialize in semitry is viewed with conductor investments. It became
suspicion by in- one of the most successful VC
vestors, and stan- firms in Silicon Valley. Canada has
dards are still developed an incredible pool of fuel cell expertise that has attracted
evolving.
One of the more in- the attention of investors in all
teresting articles on fuel cells, phases of the investment specMicroelectronics Lessons Apply to trum. Unfortunately, very few of
Fuel Cell Development, was writ- them have made any money from
ten by John Goodman, president those investments. When they do,
the industry
of Entegris Fuel
will flourish and
Cells, Minnesota.
The industry will
many of the
(Fuel Cells Bulflourish and many
technical challetin, Dec.2003).
lenges will be
He suggests that
of the technical
overcome at a
the price/perforrate that is
mance curve for
challenges will be
fuel cells will folovercome at a rate unimaginable
at the present
low a law somewhat similar to
that is unimaginable time. It is unclear what the
Moore’s
Law,
at the present time. equivalent of
which states that
Moore’s Law
integrated circuits
will double in performance at half will be but it is already showing
signs of becoming a force.
the price every eighteen months.
Guru in one guise, angel in anThe industry is in need of such a
law. While the attributes of fuel other, Denzil Doyle is a member of
cells are very appealing, especial- the Order of Canada, a profesly in the transportation industry, sional engineer, former CEO of
they are still too expensive for use Digital Equipment in Canada,
in automobiles and delivery vans, company director, mentor, contwo markets that are crying out for sultant, investor and author of the
better fuel efficiency and less pol- best-selling, multi-edition ‘Making
lution. The dream vehicle would be Technology Happen.’
one that has a hydrogen fuel cell, a
high-pressure storage tank (5000
You’re holding the
psi or more), a battery, some sopaper and we hope
phisticated power electronics, and
no internal combustion engine at
you like it. But you’re
all. Unfortunately, even at signifigoing to love the
cant production volumes, the fuel
SCAN website. It’s not
cell and the storage tank have a
quite there yet, but at
combined cost of over $100,000.
www.nationalcapiHowever, there is a lot of evitalscan.ca you can
dence that this figure will be well
leave your name and
under $10,000 by the year 2015.
we’ll let you know as
While there are other obstacles to
soon as we get it tobe overcome (like the building of a
gether. The website
fuelling infrastructure) one cannot
will be a daily affair,
help but be convinced that fuel
with news and analycells will be a part of our future. At
sis, blogs, RSS feeds
the present time their use is limited to very expensive machines like
and a variety of mespace ships or to very large ones
dia. Our objective for
like city buses. That will change as
the future is to morph
their cost and weight go down.
from a print publisher
We must remind ourselves that
that also produces a
in the early fifties, one could actuwebsite to an elecally buy transistors in the local
tronic publisher that
electronics shop. They sold for
also prints a paper.
about $5 each, which was about ten
We look forward to intimes the price of a vacuum tube
teracting with you in
and was the equivalent of about $60
community forums
in today’s loonies. They also blew
and on community
up in your face from time to time.
An engineering manager who
weblogs. If you have
urged their use in the design of
any suggestions to
new products was usually laughed
make as we complete
at, as were the people who went
the site’s design,
looking for investment capital to fiplease
Email
nance this new industry.
christian@national
However, a gentleman by the
capitalscan.ca.
name of Eugene Kleiner, one of
the founders of Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation, saw
enough potential in the new technology to start a venture capital

Among world’s top innovators

In My Opinion
my last article, I pointed out
high technology companies
Iinnthat
the national capital region have
done a good job of capitalizing on
the two major waves of technology that have swept the region in
the last fifty years, namely the defence-oriented wave that began
immediately after the Second
World War and the communications-oriented wave that began
with the establishment of a major
research laboratory here in 1962
by Northern Electric (now Nortel).
I have since been reminded by a
veteran of the industry that semiconductors also deserve the status
of a wave and that local companies
have performed very well while
riding it. He is absolutely correct.
The wave started in the late sixties
when Microsystems International Ltd. was spun out of that Northern Electric research laboratory
and it is still breaking on new
shores. It suffered a temporary setback in 1974 when MIL was closed
down. But that closure resulted in
the establishment of several other
companies, not all of them focused
strictly on semiconductors. Examples were Mitel and Mosaid and
they in turn spun off companies
like Newbridge Networks, Calmos (now Tundra) and Semiconductor Insights. The region now
has expertise in nearly every aspect of semiconductor and communications technology and is
poised to grow again as they become more and more pervasive in
the economies of the world.

Canada has
developed an
incredible pool of
fuel cell expertise that
has attracted the
attention of investors
in all phases of the
investment spectrum.
The discussion has caused me to
ask the question: “Are there waves
of technology in which the national capital region is conspicuously
absent at the present time?” The
one that comes to mind is fuel cell
technology. Although it is still in a
state of flux, it bears many similarities to the semiconductor industry of fifty years ago. It is a

www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

DENZIL DOYLE

ver 300 Ottawa inventors
O
were honoured at the recent
Nortel Patent Awards ceremony,
hosted by acting CTO Peter Carbone. The Ottawa event was the
first of eight such ceremonies
that will take place across Nortel
globally within the next several
months, and during which more
than 640 Nortel employees will be
recognized for patent applications
filed or patents issued in 2004. Inventors recognized at the Ottawa
ceremony contributed more than
150 issued patents and 200 patent

applications. In his opening comments, Carbone characterized
the telecommunications industry
as being in “the most exciting
time you can possibly imagine.
Everything is changing. There is
a distinct shift to get a better balance between fundamental
physics and some of the new systems, services, and software.”
Nortel continues to be among the
top 50 innovators globally, in any
industr y, as reported by IFI
Claims, an established source of
US patent data.

Don’t be shy!
A community paper is
not just about the community, it’s also by the
community. While editors and reporters at national capital SCAN
will be alert to what
makes the sector tick,
they can’t be everywhere. We’ll never claim
to know it all. But collectively the members of the
community do know it
all, and some of what
you know will interest
others. So please share
through the columns of
SCAN. Send us news of
your achievements, of
your people (when
they’re hired, when
they’re recognized by
peers, when they solve
the difficult problem).
We’re interested in who’s
doing what in Ottawa’s
high tech community
and we look forward to
hearing from you. Write
us at editorial@national
capitalscan.ca.
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Ottawa’s premier Apple
specialists! We take pride in
being Apple enthusiasts who
service Macintosh products
exclusively.
Our average turnaround time
is under 72 hours. Whether
used in your home or a
corporate environment, we
understand how important
your Macintosh is to you.

• Apple Warranty Repairs
• AppleCare Protection Plan
Repairs
• Out-of-Warranty Repairs
• In-House Service
• Residential On-Site Service
• Commercial On-Site Service
• iPod Battery Replacement
• Training and Tutoring
• Sales and Leasing

Springtime Special
1

Save 10% on AppleCare Extended Warranty *
or get
3 hours of hands-on training for $99.00 *
†

720 Belfast Road (at Terminal Ave.)
across from Tim Horton’s
1

(613) 562-9994
www.iservicedepot.ca

Limited to 5 APP registrations per family or organization. † One session of in-house training - on-site available for an additional travel fee. * Limited time offer expires May 31, 2006.
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